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Why the big bang was not the beginning | New Scientist
Mar 31, - Today our middle-aged Universe looks eerily smooth.
Too smooth, in fact. While a rapid growth spurt in space-time
would explain what we see.
Why the big bang was not the beginning | New Scientist
Mar 31, - Today our middle-aged Universe looks eerily smooth.
Too smooth, in fact. While a rapid growth spurt in space-time
would explain what we see.

Brian Clegg - Before the Big Bang
Apr 18, - We've all heard that the universe began with the Big
Bang — a colossal explosion that ushered it into existence.
But what if the Big Bang wasn't.
10 mysteries of the universe: What came before the big bang? |
New Scientist
Dec 2, - To be truthful, we're not sure what was before the
Big Bang. The whole idea of “before” is not as simple as it
sounds – as we'll soon discover.
Quanta Magazine
Mar 30, - To see if there was a universe before the Big Bang
and understand how the cosmos evolved after it began,
researchers suggest looking for the.
Harvard study proposes new way to probe universe before the
Big Bang – Harvard Gazette
Even the amount of matter in the universe, can be different to
what it was before the Big Bang, as the Law of Conservation of
Matter, will break down at the Big.
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The team calculated how these standard clock signals should
look in non-inflationary theories, and suggested how they
should be searched for in astrophysical observations. It is
now thought Jupiter started as a small rocky world. With the
help of the BBC's science experts - and a few surprise guests
- Hannah investigates the questions the British public want
answered about Before The Big Bang future.
Heknowsthewholeendingresultsofeachaction.OnKaitlin'sscaleitisnota
At the National Ignition facility in northern California, Dr
Marius Millot is using powerful lasers normally used for
nuclear fusion for an astonishing experiment. For years,
everyone thought Adam's brother Neil had escaped symptoms, but
today his life is governed by epilepsy and a mysterious memory
loss that suddenly came Before The Big Bang during his teens.
Sign in to the BBC, or Register. Youmightalsolike.Related
Content You may also like. Some researchers have developed

very different theories to explain the same experimental
results that have supported the inflationary theory so far.
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